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This leading commentary on international commercial arbitration, now in its sixth edition, is an

essential guide for arbitrators and lawyers. Based on the authors' extensive experience as counsel

and arbitrators, it provides an updated explanation of all elements of the law and practice of

arbitration. This pack includes the hardback, ebook, and an android app version.This text provides

an authoritative guide to the international arbitral process, from the drafting of the arbitration

agreement to the enforcement of arbitral awards. The sixth edition has been updated to incorporate

reference to the latest significant developments in the field such as the new LCIA, ICC and

UNCITRAL Rules and new IBA Guidelines. There will also be an increased reference to

international arbitral authority and practice from beyond Europe (China, India, and the US).Following

the chronology of an arbitration, the book covers applicable laws, arbitration agreements, the

establishment and powers of a tribunal, the conduct of proceedings and the role of domestic courts.

In addition, it provides an in-depth examination of the award itself, and comments on the special

considerations applying to arbitrations brought under investment treaties. It draws on examples of

the rules and practice of arbitration at the International Chamber of Commerce, the London Courtof

International Arbitration, the American Arbitration Association, the International Centre for

Settlement of Investment Disputes and the United Nations Commission on International Trade

Law.For help with accessing the digital option of your pack please contact (for eBooks):

lawebooks@oup.com and for the LawReader app: lawreader@oup.comapp (LawReader):

lawreader@oup.com
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This was my first and the only book I have acquired for my university studies. Although the book

claims to cover the whole topic, in some chapters it fails to provide sufficiently detailed materials

mainly due to the absence of the analysis of the relevant case law. A good example is the so-called

'investment arbitration' conducted under the auspices of the ICSID. As this is also a part of

international commercial arbitration a reasonable reader would expect the book to contain more

cases and materials regarding the topic. Instead of this the content of the relevant chapter of the

book (Ch.8) contains only a brief overview of the topic and does not contain even a brief

commentary of the main principles of the ISCID Convention which would be desirable. Additionally,

there is no mention of the relatively recent withdrawal from the ICSID regime announced by a

number of Latin American countries, such as Venezuela, Bolivia and Ecuador which is a very

important issue per se since it has bearing on the core principles of the Convention and

enforceability of the arbitral awards issued under it.Last but not least, the book does not contain any

information about the so-called 'Emergency Arbitrator' procedure available now under a number of

institutional arbitration rules and the topic of anti-suit injunctions is yet another point which has been

touched upon by the author of present book very superficially.

I recently joined a study group on International Arbitration and was in need of a good study book

that covered all the basics. After some research this is the one I bought and I'm very glad I did,

because it does cover all the basics, it has a decent amount of case references and has been very

helpful to me.

International Arbitration (Student Edition) by Redfern & Hunter provides an excellent professional

guidance for who would like to purse in International Arbitration / practicing International Arbitration.
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